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ABSTRACT

Genetic events often require proteins to be acti-
vated by interacting with two DNA sites, trapping
the intervening DNA in a loop. While much is known
about looping equilibria, only a few studies have
examined DNA-looping dynamics experimentally.
The restriction enzymes that cut DNA after interact-
ing with two recognition sites, such as FokI, can be
used to exemplify looping reactions. The reaction
pathway for FokI on a supercoiled DNA with two
sites was dissected by fast kinetics to reveal,
in turn: the initial binding of a protein monomer to
each site; the protein–protein association to form
the dimer, trapping the loop; the subsequent
phosphodiester hydrolysis step. The DNA motion
that juxtaposes the sites ought on the basis of
Brownian dynamics to take �2ms, but loop capture
by FokI took 230ms. Hence, DNA looping by FokI is
rate limited by protein association rather than DNA
dynamics. The FokI endonuclease also illustrated
activation by looping: it cut looped DNA 400 times
faster than unlooped DNA.

INTRODUCTION

Many events on DNA are mediated by proteins that bind
two sites at separate genetic loci, and then interact with
each other to trap the intervening DNA in a loop (1,2).
Other processes are governed by multimeric proteins that
trap loops directly by binding two DNA sites at the same
time. Processes that involve DNA looping include the
replication, repair, recombination and restriction of DNA
(2–5) and the regulation of gene expression (1,6).

The factors governing looping equilibria have been
analysed extensively from both theoretical and experi-
mental standpoints (1,7–9). In contrast, very little experi-
mental data are currently available about looping

dynamics on unconstrained DNA in free solution. Loop
capture can occur only when thermal fluctuations in DNA
configuration bring the sites close together in 3D space, so
that the distance between the sites can be spanned by the
protein(s). Numerous theoretical studies have estimated
the time needed for two sites to become juxtaposed in this
manner. While the most rigorous approaches refer to
linear rather than supercoiled (SC) DNA (10), fluctuations
in SC DNA have been modelled by Brownian dynamics to
calculate average times to the first juxtaposition event,
typically around 2ms (11–13). Experiments measuring the
relative rates of loop capture at varied site separations
concurred with these simulations (14) but actual capture
rates have seldom been measured.
At present, looping rates have been measured most

often by tethering the DNA between a bead and a glass
surface and then assessing the frequency with which the
length of the tether shortens upon loop formation (15–18).
Loop closure times from these studies usually fall between
5 and 75 s, very much longer than that predicted for site
juxtaposition by Brownian dynamics (10–13). The slow
rates may be due to the limited conformational freedom
of the tethered DNA relative to unconstrained DNA:
repulsion of the bead from the glass surface results in the
tethered DNA spending most of its time in an extended
configuration that precludes loop capture between sites
that are distant from each other along the DNA.
Rates of loop formation on untethered DNA are

currently available from only two experimental systems.
In one, streptavidin was used to capture loops on a linear
DNA that had been tagged with two biotin moieties
500 bp apart (19): this yielded capture times of about
10ms, approaching theoretical expectations but on an
unnatural system for DNA looping. The other examined
the rates for forming synaptic complexes prior to site-
specific recombination by resolvase: some DNA molecules
yielded productive synapses in <10ms but others took
>100 s (20,21). The slow rates observed on some of the
DNA are probably due to dissociation of abortive
complexes before re-attempting to establish the productive
complex. Resolvase possesses considerable potential for
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non-productive complexes as its reaction demands a
unique set of interactions between six molecules of the
protein bound to two separate DNA sites, to the exclusion
of all other sets (4). There is thus a pressing need to
develop a natural system suitable for a kinetic analysis of
looping on unconstrained DNA.
Perhaps the most amenable test systems for DNA

looping are the Type II restriction endonucleases that
bridge two recognition sites (2,5). Type II enzymes
recognize specific DNA sequences and cut both strands
at or near their targets (22). However, many of them need
to interact with two cognate sites before they can cut the
DNA (2). Such enzymes trap loops on DNA molecules
with two copies of the target sequence (14,17). Proteins
that bind two sites generally have higher affinities for sites
in cis, on the same DNA molecule, over sites in trans, on
separate molecules, due to the concentration of one site in
the vicinity of another being higher for sites in cis (1,7,10).
The Type II enzymes that need two sites thus usually
cleave two-site substrates by acting in cis, with two sites
on the same molecule of DNA, but they normally have to
act in trans on one-site substrates, synapsing two separate
molecules of the DNA. Consequently, these enzymes
generally cut DNA with two or more sites more rapidly
than DNA with a single site (23–27). Most restriction
enzymes that recognize asymmetric—as opposed to
palindromic—sequences act in this way (24,26). One
example is FokI (24,27,28).
The FokI restriction enzyme recognizes an asymmetric

sequence, 50-GGATG-30. In the presence of Mg2+, it cuts
‘top’ and ‘bottom’ strands downstream of this site, 9 and
13 bases away, respectively (22). The restriction enzymes
that act at palindromic sequences usually employ two
subunits per site in a symmetrical arrangement, with each
subunit recognizing one half of the site and cleaving one
strand of the DNA (29). The rate constants for cutting
the two strands are normally equal to each other though
in heterodimeric enzymes the subunits can operate at
different rates (30–32). In contrast, FokI exists as a
monomer in solution and when bound to its asymmetric
DNA site (33). A single monomer engulfs the entire
recognition sequence (34). The protein contains two
domains, one for DNA recognition and one for catalysis,
but its catalytic domain has the functions for cleaving only
one phosphodiester bond at a time (34,35). Even so, the
monomer bound to the specific site fails to cut either
strand until it forms a dimer (36). The dimer is formed by
association of the catalytic domains to give a structure in
which the two active sites are each positioned to cleave
one strand (35).
On DNA with one FokI site, the second monomer must

come from free solution but, due to the small area of the
dimer interface (35,36), DNA-bound and free monomers
associate weakly (27). Only a small fraction of the enzyme
is then active dimer, so one-site DNA is cleaved slowly.
However, the dimeric form of FokI can bind two copies of
its target DNA simultaneously (28). On DNA with two
FokI sites, it cleaves one site rapidly, more rapidly than
one-site substrates and the second at the same slow rate as
one-site DNA (24). The fast reaction on two-site DNA
involves a complex whose stability varies cyclically as the

length of DNA between the sites is varied (27). The
changes in stability displayed a periodicity of about 10 bp,
similar to the helical repeat of DNA, a classical signature
for looping (1,7,8). It had initially been proposed that a
monomer bound to one recognition site on a DNA with
two sites associates with a second monomer from free
solution to form a dimer at that site: the dimer then uses
its free DNA-recognition domain to capture the second
site (24). However, subsequent studies raised the possibi-
lity of an alternative scheme in which two monomers
bound to separate sites on the same DNA interact with
each other via their catalytic domains to form a dimer
spanning both sites, looping out the intervening DNA
(27). In either case, the dimer formed across sites in cis will
be more stable than at a single site, as its subunits are
tethered together by the intervening DNA.

In this study, the reaction pathway for FokI on DNA
with two target sites was dissected into individual steps
by rapid-reaction single-turnover kinetics. The steps
included: the initial binding of first one monomer of
FokI to one recognition site and then another to the
second site, in two independent stages; the subsequent
association of the two monomers bound to their separate
sites to form the dimer and trap the loop; finally,
phosphodiester hydrolysis by the looped complex. The
kinetics reveal whether the rate of loop closure is
diffusion-limited by the internal motion of the DNA or
is reaction-limited by protein assembly. In addition, the
rates of phosphodiester hydrolysis by FokI in its looped
and unlooped complexes reveal the extent to which a
DNA-binding protein can be activated by looping.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

FokI endonuclease was purified from an over-producing
strain of Escherichia coli (from W. Jack, New England
Biolabs) to >95% homogeneity as before (27). Concen-
trations were determined by UV absorbance and are given
in terms of monomeric protein.

The plasmids pIF185 and pIF190 (27) were puri-
fied from transformants of E. coli HB101 that had
been cultured in minimal media containing
[methyl-3H]thymidine by CsCl density gradient centrifu-
gations (23–26). Typically, 85–95% of each preparation
was the SC monomeric plasmid and the rest nicked or
dimeric forms.

Buffer R is 20mM Tris–acetate (pH 7.9), 50mM
potassium acetate, 1mM DTT, 0.2mM EDTA and
100 mg/ml BSA. Magnesium acetate (MgOAc) was added
as required.

Methods

Reactions were carried out at 378C in a Hi-Tech RQF-63
quench flow apparatus (http://www.tgkscientific.com/).
For post-mix reactions starting with enzyme and DNA
in separate solutions, 80 ml of FokI in Buffer R with
10mM MgOAc was mixed with an equal volume of either
pIF185 or pIF190, also in Buffer R with 10mM MgOAc.
For pre-mix reactions, which were started by adding
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Mg2+ to a solution containing both enzyme and DNA,
FokI was added to the plasmid in Buffer R and the
solution incubated at 378C before mixing with an equal
volume of 20mM MgOAc in Buffer R. With both
procedures, the final reactions contained varied concen-
trations of FokI enzyme (6.25–250 nM) and fixed con-
centrations of both plasmid (2.5 nM) and MgOAc
(10mM). After the requisite time, the reactions were
quenched by mixing with 80 ml of 0.1M EDTA. Aliquots
from the quenched samples were analysed by electrophor-
esis through agarose to separate the SC substrate from the
cleaved DNA products (23–27). The concentration of the
SC DNA in each sample was assessed by scintillation
counting. The rate constants that gave the best fits of the
data to single or multiple exponential decays were
obtained by non-linear regression in GRAFIT (http://
www.erithacus.com/grafit/). For the reaction scheme in
Figure 3b, the differential rate equations for the change
in substrate concentration with time were solved by
numerical integration in version 8.0.1 of BERKELEY
MADONNA (http://www.berkeleymadonna.com/).

RESULTS

Experimental strategy

The reaction pathway for FokI on a DNA with one target
site was elucidated previously by single-turnover kinetics
(27). The aim of this study was to identify the pathway for
FokI on plasmids with two sites, in order to determine
which steps differed between the one- and two-site
substrates and so account for its enhanced reactivity on
the two-site DNA. A particular goal was to characterize
the loop capture event during its reactions on two-site
plasmids.

For single turnovers on the one-site plasmid, the
nuclease had been added to a solution of SC plasmid
and Mg2+, to give reactions with excess enzyme ([E0])
over plasmid. Samples were removed at various times (10–
300 s) and mixed immediately with EDTA to stop the
reaction, prior to determining the concentrations of the
intact DNA, the nicked DNA cut in one strand and the
linear form cut in both strands. Some reactions employed
an alternative procedure, ‘pre-mix’ instead of ‘post-mix’:
post-mixes were initiated by adding enzyme to DNA in the
presence of Mg2+; for pre-mixes, the enzyme was first
incubated with the DNA in the absence of Mg2+, to
permit binding, before adding MgOAc. Post- and pre-mix
reactions on the one-site plasmid were identical, so
product formation is rate limited by DNA cleavage, not
by DNA binding. In single turnovers, product formation
denotes enzyme-bound rather than free products.

FokI acts on one-site DNA as follows (Figure 1). First,
the monomeric protein binds to the recognition site with a
relatively high (but at that time unknown) affinity, to give
an inactive complex. Next, a second monomer associates
with the DNA-bound monomer to give the active dimer
with two catalytic sites. The association of the monomer in
free solution with that on the DNA is relatively weak. It
had a much weaker equilibrium dissociation constant
(KDimer=100 nM) than that for the initial association to

the DNA (KD). Consequently, FokI concentrations
>>100 nM are required to drive dimerization towards
completion (for typical restriction reactions, [E0] �1 nM,
when hardly any of the FokI protein would be active
dimer). The dimer then cuts both strands while remaining
bound to the DNA, presumably using one active site
on each strand (35). Despite only one of the two subunits
of the dimer being bound to the recognition sequence,
the two strands are cut at equal rates, 0.05 s–1 in both
cases (27).

FokI dimers bridging two sites

FokI reactions at two sites were examined on two 3.0-kb
plasmids. In one case, pIF185, the sites were separated
by 185 bp; in the other, pIF190, by 190 bp. The 185-bp
separation corresponds to a minimum in the cyclical
variation of loop stability with inter-site distance while the
190-bp spacing is at a maximum (27). The restriction
enzymes that act at two asymmetric sites can show
markedly different levels of activity depending on whether
the sites are in inverted or directly repeated orientation
(37). To eliminate this factor, both pIF185 and pIF190
were constructed with FokI sites in inverted (head-to-
head) orientation. In addition, to nullify any variation
that could be introduced by different flanking sequences
around each site, the two FokI sites on both plasmids were
embedded within the same 35-bp sequence as that around
the target on the one-site plasmid: the region of identity
encompasses not only the immediate vicinity of the
recognition sequence but also the downstream sites of
DNA cleavage.
Single turnovers of FokI on two-site substrates were

initially carried out in post-mix mode, using pIF185 as the
substrate. FokI had typically taken >100 s to cleave all of
the one-site plasmid (27) but the two-site plasmids were
mostly cleaved in <5 s (Figure 2a). Single turnovers on
two-site DNA therefore required a rapid quench-flow
device (38). This was used to mix together FokI and DNA,
with MgOAc in both solutions. After the requisite time
delay, the reaction was stopped and the samples analysed
by electrophoresis to separate the following forms of the
DNA (23–26): the intact (SC) substrate; open-circle DNA
cut in one strand at one or both sites; the linear species a

(100 nM) (0.05 s−1)

k2k1KDimer

(0.05 s−1)

KD

(4 nM)

Figure 1. FokI on DNA with one recognition site. The catalytic and
DNA-binding domains of the FokI endonuclease are shown as red and
blue circles, respectively, the DNA duplex as parallel lines, and the
FokI recognition site as a black arrowhead. One monomer of FokI
binds to the recognition site through its DNA-binding domain, with an
equilibrium dissociation constant KD=4nM. A second monomer then
associates with the DNA-bound protein through its catalytic domain,
with KDimer=100 nM. The dimer proceeds to cut first one and then
the second strand, with rate constants k1 and k2, respectively (both
0.05 s�1). For clarity, the enzyme bound to cleaved DNA is not shown,
nor the subsequent dissociation of the enzyme. Published values
are cited for KDimer, k1 and k2 (27); that for KD is from this study
(Table 1).
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double-strand break at one site, with or without a single-
strand break at the other site; the two final products with
double-strand breaks at both sites. Rather than estimating
the rates for cleaving each bond from the transient
formation and decay of all of these species (23,25), the
kinetics were evaluated from the decline in the concentra-
tion of the SC substrate, which denotes the rate at the first
of the four bonds cut by the enzyme.
The single turnovers of FokI on pIF185 employed

fixed concentrations of DNA and Mg2+ but varied [E0],
though with protein monomers always in excess of DNA
sites. However, in reactions with monomers in excess
of recognition sites, there exists the possibility that the
enzyme will dimerize at individual sites rather than
forming the dimer across two sites. To minimize this
situation, the range for [E0] was initially limited to
concentrations below the dimerization constant at indivi-
dual sites (KDimer=100 nM). Throughout this range, the
amount of SC DNA substrate declined exponentially
during the reactions (Figure 2a). For each [E0], an
apparent first-order rate constant (kobs) was evaluated
from the decline. The values for kobs increased with
increasing [E0] up to a maximum at saturating levels,
but in a sigmoidal rather than a hyperbolic fashion
(Figure 2b).
If a substrate (S) is cleaved to product (P) after binding

n molecules of enzyme to independent but equal sites,

n� Eþ S ! ðE ÞnS! ðE ÞnP 1

then, provided that [E0]> [S] and that the binding steps
are faster than the subsequent cleavage event,

kobs ¼ kmax � ½E0�
n= ½E0�

n
þ ðKDÞ

n
ð Þ 2

where kmax is the rate constant for cleavage at saturation
with enzyme and KD the equilibrium dissociation constant
for the enzyme at a single site.

To test whether FokI reactions on two-site DNA follow
the scheme in Equation (1), a series of values were selected
for n and, with each value, the sigmoidal variation in kobs
with [E0] was fitted to Equation (2) to find the optimal
values for kmax and KD at that particular n (Figure 2b).
The data fitted better with n=2 (i.e. one monomer per
recognition site: �2=0.07) than with n at either 1 (one
monomer between two sites: �2=0.30) or 4 (two
monomers per site: �2=0.26).

The best-fit values (Table 1) show firstly that the initial
binding of the monomer to a single recognition site,
KD=4nM, is much tighter than the association of a
second monomer from free solution, KDimer=100 nM.
Hence, on DNA with two sites, FokI monomers will bind
to both sites more readily than forming a dimer at one site.
Previously, two alternative routes had been suggested for
the formation of a FokI dimer across two distant DNA
sites: either a dimer at one site captures the second site
through its free DNA-binding domain, or two monomers
bound to the separate sites associate with each other to
form the dimer (24,27). The data presented here
(Figure 2c) show that the dimer spanning two sites is
actually formed by the association of two DNA-bound
monomers. However, the effective KD for the first binding
event—to either site—will be half the intrinsic KD and that
for the second event; to the unoccupied site—twice the
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Figure 2. Dimers bridging two sites. (a) FokI endonuclease and pIF185 (85% SC), both in Buffer R with 10mM MgOAc, were mixed to give
solutions containing 2.5 nM pIF185 and FokI at: 6.25 nM, red circles; 12.5 nM, blue circles; 50 nM, open circles. After the times indicated, reactions
were quenched with 0.1M EDTA, and the residual concentrations of SC DNA measured. Error bars indicate standard errors of the mean from �3
independent repeats. Reactions were fitted to first-order rate constants (kobs): the red, blue and black lines indicate the best fits to the corresponding
data. (b) Values of kobs (bars denote standard errors from �3 repeats) were plotted against [E0] and the data fitted to Equation (2) with one of the
following values for n: 1, dashed blue line; 2, black line; 4, dashed red line. (c) Pathway for FokI on DNA with two sites, at [E0]<KDimer. The
catalytic and recognition domains of FokI, the DNA and the recognition sites are all shown as in Figure 1. One monomer of FokI binds to each site
with the same KD (4 nM) though the actual values for first and second monomers are 0.5�KD and 2�KD, respectively (see text). The monomers
associate with each other to trap the loop and cleave the DNA, initially at one phosphodiester bond: the subsequent products cleaved at 2, 3 and
4 bonds are not shown. The apparent rate constant for DNA cleavage (kmax=3 s–1) incorporates both loop capture (kloop) and phosphodiester
hydrolysis (kcleave).

Table 1. Kinetic parameters

Reaction type Parameter Plasmid

pIF185 pIF190

Post-mix KD (nM) 4.2� 0.2 4.0� 0.1
kmax (s�1) 3.0� 0.1 2.5� 0.1

Pre-mix k for fast phase (s�1) 23� 5 17� 7
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intrinsic KD. These factors arise because the first monomer
can bind either site but the second can only bind the
remaining free site, while the converse applies to dissocia-
tion; two pathways for the E2S!E1S step, one for
E1S!E+S.

Second, kmax refers to the rate of conversion of the
intact DNA, with one monomer at each site, to DNA cut
at one or more of its scissile phosphodiester bonds.
However, this stage includes at least two steps (Figure 2c):
the protein-protein association to trap the DNA loop
(kloop), followed by phosphodiester hydrolysis (kcleave).
The value for kmax may reflect either of these processes.

Post-mix reactions also utilized pIF190 as the substrate
(data not shown). This plasmid is identical to pIF185
except its two FokI sites are 190 bp apart, a local
maximum for loop stability, as opposed to 185 bp,
a minimum (27). The single-turnover reactions on
pIF190 kept [E0]<KDimer so as to minimize dimerization
at individual sites. In these reactions, the concentration of
the SC form of pIF190 declined exponentially with time
(as in Figure 2a), and the values of kobs varied sigmoidally
with [E0] (as in Figure 2b).

Like pIF185, the sigmoidal curve fitted better to
Equation (2) with n=2 (�2=0.03) than with n at either
1 (�2=0.08) or 4 (�2=0.30), which in turn yielded best-
fit values for kmax and KD (Table 1). As expected, given
that the FokI sites on pIF190 and on pIF185 have
identical flanking sequences, both plasmids gave similar
values for KD. The two plasmids also gave similar values
for kmax but as kmax incorporates both loop closure and
phosphodiester hydrolysis, this only shows that the slower
of these two steps is not significantly affected by the
change in site separation.

FokI dimers at solitary sites

To see if dimer formation at individual site(s) can affect
reactions on a DNA with two recognition sites, single
turnovers were also carried out with FokI concentrations
above the dimerization constant. The reactions used the
post-mix method with pIF185 as the substrate, as above.
Figure 3a shows two reaction records at different enzyme
concentrations: in one (in blue), with [E0]<KDimer; in the
other (in red), with [E0]>KDimer.

At elevated [E0], the decline in the concentration of the
SC substrate no longer followed a single exponential as
had been observed at lower [E0], but was instead markedly
biphasic (Figure 3a). Some of the DNA was cleaved
rapidly, at a similar rate to that for the dimer spanning
two sites (kmax in Figure 2). The remainder was cleaved
more slowly, at a rate approaching those for a dimer at a
single site (k1 in Figure 1). Similar results were obtained
with further increases in [E0] though the increases caused
a decline in the proportion of rapidly cleaved DNA and
a corresponding rise in the proportion cleaved slowly
(data not shown).

To accommodate the reactions on two-site DNA at
high [E0], the previous scheme for the reactions at
relatively low FokI concentrations (Figure 2c) was
extended to include dimer formation at solitary sites
(Figure 3b). In the extended model, the DNA with a

monomer at each site has two possible fates: either the
monomers associate with each other to give the looped
complex which then proceeds to cut the DNA at the kmax

rate, as in Figure 2c; or the monomers at the separate sites

(b)
kmax
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0.5.KD

0.5.KDimer

2.k1
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2.KDimer
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Figure 3. Dimers at separate sites. (a) Reactions were as in Figure 2a,
except with FokI at 125 nM: red circles denote the residual concentra-
tions of SC DNA at the times indicated. For comparison, the reaction
from Figure 2a at 50 nM FokI is reproduced here (blue circles). The red
and the blue lines are theoretical lines calculated as below. (b) The
pathway in Figure 2c was extended for reactions at [E0]>KDimer. The
DNA carrying a monomer at each site either forms the looped complex
and cleaves the DNA at the kmax rate (as in Figure 2c), or it binds
monomer(s) from free solution to form dimer(s) at individual site(s),
which then cleave the DNA at the k1 rate (as in Figure 1). (The
multipliers of 0.5 or 2 applied to KD, KDimer and k1 are the statistical
factors arising from, respectively, the first and second binding events.)
The rate equations for this scheme were solved by numerical integration
and the residual concentration of SC substrate calculated using the
following parameters: 1� 109M�1s�1 and 4 s�1 for the forward and
reverse rate constants for the DNA-binding step (to give KD=4nM);
5� 106M�1s�1 and 0.5 s�1 for the forward and reverse rate constants
for the dimerization step (to give KDimer=100 nM), 3 s�1 for kmax; and
0.05 s�1 for k1. The calculations were for 2.5 nM pIF185 with either
125 nM FokI [red line in (a)] or 50 nM FokI [blue line in (a)].
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associate with free monomers to give a dimer at either one
or both sites, and that each dimer then proceeds to cut the
DNA at the characteristic rate for a solitary dimer, k1
(Figure 1) (or 2� k1 for two dimers, one at each site).
To test whether the model in Figure 3b can accom-

modate the biphasic reactions at high [E0], the decline in
concentration of SC substrate with time was calculated by
assigning values for the rate constants for each individual
step and then solving numerically the differential rate
equations for substrate utilization. The values selected for
the rate constants were either known values (kmax=3 s–1,
k1=0.05 s–1) or were chosen so that the ratio of forward
and reverse rate constants for a particular step matched
the known equilibrium constant for that step (KD=4nM,
KDimer=100 nM). The calculations were carried out for
both the high and the low enzyme concentrations shown
in Figure 3a. In both cases, the theoretical curves fell close
to the experimental data. Dimerization at individual sites
can thus account for the biphasicity.

DNA looped by FokI

The rate constant (kmax) for the conversion of the intact
DNA with a monomer at each site to the cleaved product
incorporates at least two steps: the protein–protein
association to trap the DNA loop (kloop), followed by
phosphodiester hydrolysis (kcleave). Which of these limits
kmax to 3 s–1 has yet to be established.
The above reactions were all conducted by the post-mix

procedure, by mixing separate solutions of enzyme and
DNA in the presence of Mg2+ and then monitoring the
subsequent cleavage of the DNA. An alternative is the
pre-mix method in which enzyme and DNA are equili-
brated together in the absence of Mg2+ before initiating
the reaction by adding the Mg2+. The latter has the
potential to bypass the binding of the enzyme to the DNA
and the loop capture. If in the absence of Mg2+ the
enzyme binds both sites and loops out the DNA, the pre-
mix reaction will then start from the looped DNA–protein
complex, which would cut the DNA directly upon adding
Mg2+, at a rate that corresponds explicitly to kcleave.
As FokI has a low affinity for DNA in the absence of

metal ions (28), high enzyme concentrations were used in
the pre-mixes, to ensure that it bound to the DNA during
the pre-equilibrium, even though these concentrations lead
to dimer formation at individual sites. Both pIF185 and
pIF190 were tested, with similar results (Table 1).
Following the addition of Mg2+ to the enzyme–DNA

mixture, about 40% of the DNA was cleaved rapidly,
within �0.2 s, while the overall reaction took >60 s to
reach completion (Figure 4a). With both substrates, at
least three exponentials were required to accommodate the
complete reaction: an initial rapid phase with a rate
constant of about 20 s–1 (Table 1), largely complete within
0.2 s (Figure 4a, insert); an intermediate phase at about
0.6 s–1, the predominant process from 0.2 to 5 s (Figure 4a,
both panels); a slow phase from 5 to >60 s, with a
rate constant of about 0.06 s–1 (Figure 4a, main panel).
Further increases in [E0] had no significant effect on these
rate constants, which demonstrates that these reflect
saturation rates.

The rate constant for the fast phase of DNA cleavage in
the pre-mix reaction, �20 s–1, is larger than the maximal
rate constant from the post-mix reactions, kmax=3 s–1.
This fast phase must therefore be due to a complex formed
during the pre-equilibration of enzyme and DNA. If the
protein had not bound DNA during the pre-equilibrium,
there would be no difference between pre- and post-mix
reactions. Moreover, the DNA–protein complex that cuts
the DNA at 20 s–1 upon binding Mg2+ must be located in
the pathway after the step that limits kmax to 3 s–1.
Otherwise, there would again have been no difference
between pre- and post-mix reactions. The rate constant of
20 s–1 can thus be assigned to kcleave, the constant for
phosphodiester hydrolysis by the looped complex and the
3 s–1 constant to kloop, for loop closure (Figure 4b). Given
the relationship k=ln2/�½, a rate constant of 3 s–1

corresponds to a �½ (reaction half-time) of 230ms.
The slow phases of the pre-mix reactions may be due to

FokI binding first as a monomer to one or both sites but
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Figure 4. Pre-looped DNA. (a) FokI and 3H-labelled pIF185 in Buffer
R was mixed with an equal volume of MgOAc in Buffer R to give a
mixture that contained 2.5 nM DNA (80% SC), 125 nM FokI and
10mM MgOAc. After various times, the reactions were quenched with
EDTA and the residual concentrations of SC DNA measured. The
insert shows data from reactions over 1 s, the main panel reactions over
60 s. The line through the data points corresponds to the equation for
a triple exponential decay, with values of 23� 5 s�1, 0.6� 0.2 s�1 and
0.06� 0.03 s�1 for the rate constants. The first and second were the best
fits to the data in the insert, the third to the data in the main panel.
(b) The data in (a) show that kcleave must be about 20 s�1 and that the
process which limits kmax to 3 s�1 is kloop.
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that, during the pre-equilibrium of the DNA with high
[E0] in the absence of Mg2+, a fraction of the DNA ends
up with FokI dimers at individual sites rather than the
dimer across two sites (as in Figure 3b). Upon adding
Mg2+, the dimers at solitary sites could cleave DNA at
their characteristic rate (k1=0.05 s–1; Figure 1), thus
accounting for the 0.06 s–1 process, the slowest stage of the
pre-mix reactions. Alternatively, the dimers at the separate
sites may release one subunit to form DNA-bound
monomers, which can then cleave DNA via the looped
complex: if so, the 0.6 s–1 process—the intermediate stage
in the pre-mix reactions—reflects the rate of subunit
dissociation from dimers at individual sites. The numerical
model for the scheme in Figure 3b employed a rate
constant of 0.5 s–1 for subunit dissociation.

DISCUSSION

A pathway has been established for the reaction of the
FokI restriction endonuclease on SC plasmids with two
target sites. The DNA first binds two monomers of FokI,
one at each site, in two separate but equal reactions. The
two monomers bound to the same molecule of DNA then
associate in cis, looping out the intervening DNA. Finally,
the dimeric enzyme in the looped complex hydrolyses the
scissile phosphodiester bonds much more rapidly than in
the unlooped complex (20 s–1 c.f. 0.05 s–1). The looped
complex that cleaves the DNA rapidly is formed with a �½
of 230ms. The protein–protein association that traps the
loop must take place within this time span, together with
whatever protein conformational changes (if any) occur
upon looping. This analysis sheds light on two general
aspects of DNA looping that are relevant to essentially all
looping processes: the dynamics of loop capture and the
activation of protein function relative to the same protein
at a solitary site.

Loop capture

A DNA loop between two sites can be trapped only when
the sites are sufficiently close in 3D space to allow the
protein(s) to bridge the sites. Brownian dynamics have
been used to estimate the times taken for the distance
between two specific sites in a SC DNA to fall to an
appropriate level (11–13). The simulations modelled DNA
molecules of �3.0 kb and computed an average time of
�2ms for the first occasion that two sites—separated by
�500 bp along the DNA—become juxtaposed to within
10 nm. The DNA used in these calculations is the same
size as the plasmids used here, and the reaction diameter is
similar to the distance between the two DNA-binding
domains in the FokI dimer (28,35). However, the
simulations were for longer inter-site distances than
the 185- or 190-bp distances examined here, but this
should have no more than a 2-fold effect on juxtaposition
time (39).

In both site-specific recombination by resolvase and in
the looping of biotinylated DNA by streptavidin (19–21),
some looped complexes were established within 10ms. In
these cases, the loop capture rates approach that for site
juxtaposition. In contrast, with FokI, the �½ for loop

capture is about 10 times longer than the juxtaposition
time. The rate of loop capture by FokI therefore cannot be
diffusion-limited by the internal motion of the DNA.
Instead, it must be reaction-limited, maybe by the protein–
protein association after the juxtaposition of the two
DNA-bound proteins (or alternatively, as noted above, by
protein conformational changes). However, the protein
conformational changes that accompany the binding of
FokI to its recognition site affect primarily the relative
positions of the two domains rather than the conforma-
tion within each domain (34,35). The conformational
changes do not perturb significantly the dimerization
surface in the catalytic domain, so are unlikely to limit the
rate of the protein–protein association. Recently, loop
formation by a transcription factor was also shown to be
reaction rather than diffusion-limited, albeit indirectly
without measuring the capture rate (40).
Supercoiled plasmids with 185 or 190 bp between the

sites gave similar rates for loop closure (Table 1), despite
these spacings being at, respectively, minima and maxima
in the variation of loop stability with site separation (27).
The DNA in the 185-bp loop will thus be twisted 1808 out
of register relative to the 190-bp loop. However, the
torsional relaxation time of DNA, about 20 ns (41), is
much shorter than any time constant for the global
re-configuration of the DNA molecule (11). Consequently,
during the time while the two DNA-bound proteins
remain in close proximity of each other, which is
particularly long on SC DNA in its native—tightly
interwound—configuration (12), the two complexes will
sample all possible rotational orientations. They can thus
encounter each other in an appropriate orientation for the
protein–protein interaction regardless of inter-site spacing.
Since the 185- and the 190-bp separations give rise to
loops of unequal stability but equal capture rates, the
different stabilities must be due to different rates for loop
release. The deformation of twist in the 185-bp loop must
therefore drive release rather than limiting capture.

Enzyme activation

Many proteins that interact with two DNA sites have
virtually no activity when bound to a single site and are
only active after binding two sites (2,4–6). However,
enzymes that can loop DNA by binding two sites in cis are
often capable of binding—albeit less readily—two sites
in trans (7). Consequently, it can be difficult to determine
whether the activity of a looping protein on a DNA with
one target site is due to a synaptic complex with two sites
in trans or to the enzyme bound to that solitary site
(42,43). However, FokI definitely cleaves one-site DNA by
acting at that solitary site, and not by spanning sites
in trans (27,28,36). For example, the dimer formed
between a wild-type subunit and a mutant incapable of
binding DNA (36) cannot bind two sites at the same time
yet it cleaves one-site DNA at the same rate as the wild-
type dimer (27). FokI thus constitutes a test system that
allows for an unambiguous measurement of the extent of
enzyme activation by DNA looping.
On a DNA with a single recognition site, the active

assembly for FokI consists of a dimer of catalytic
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domains, each of which is attached to a monomeric
recognition domain (35), but only one of the recognition
domains contacts the specific DNA (Figure 1). Thus,
unlike homodimeric enzymes at palindromic sites (29–31),
the two subunits in the FokI dimer are not equivalent to
each other. Nevertheless, the catalytic domains attached
to the free and to the bound recognition domains cleave
their target phosphodiester bonds at equal rates, 0.05 s–1,
so whatever conformational change is induced by DNA
binding to one subunit must be relayed to the other
subunit (27). This rate is, however, slow compared to
other restriction enzymes (29–32), which typically hydro-
lyse phosphodiester bonds at about 1 s–1. Even so, the
dimer on a one-site DNA cannot activate itself by forming
a ‘trans’ dimer spanning sites on separate DNA molecules,
on account of the weakness of the dimerization equili-
brium KDimer.
On a DNA with two FokI sites, enzyme monomers at

individual sites associate more readily with each other
than with protein from free solution, as the DNA-bound
monomers are held close together by the DNA itself. In
this case, the resultant assembly again consists of a dimer
of catalytic domains but now both recognition domains
are bound to specific DNA (27,28). The dimer with both
recognition domains bound to DNA cuts the first of its
four target phosphodiester bonds at 20 s–1, very much
faster than the dimer with only one recognition domain
bound to DNA, which cuts scissile bonds at 0.05 s–1.
When both recognition domains are bound to the cognate
sequence, the dimer of catalytic domains must be in a
much more active conformation than when only one
recognition domain is bound to DNA. As the dimer of
FokI can bind two DNA sites at the same time only when
the sites are in cis, on which it must trap a DNA loop,
looping by FokI is concomitant with a 400-fold enhance-
ment of catalytic activity.
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